Playbook

Food Waste
Management
A detailed playbook of strategies for managing your food
waste to capture greater value for your business and your
employees.

Created in partnership with

We’ve collaborated with Resilient Food
Business Summit partners—Leanpath, San
Diego Food System Alliance, and the Food
Recovery Network—to compile the resources
shared in the following pages.
This playbook is one volume within a threepart series. The second volume will showcase
community and well-being focused resources,
and the third volume will showcase
technology solutions.
As highlighted on the following pages, there
are multiple practices that your business can
pursue to address food waste:
•

Thinking from a systems level about
your kitchen and its relationship to
other kitchens, supply chain partners,
and the community

Introduction

Food Waste Management
as a Key Strategy for
Resilience

•

appropriately so you don’t end up
having your raw ingredients spoil
•

underutilized ingredient by-products

heard about how food waste management is a
adapt to the current world we ﬁnd ourselves
living in and increase its resilience as a

Getting creative with your recipes and
menus to make the most of

At the Resilient Food Business Summit, we
key strategy for a foodservice organization to

Purchasing and storing food

and on-hand raw ingredients
•

Managing food waste when you have
it so that when projections are oﬀ for

business.

whatever reason, all of the team’s hard

This playbook summarizes some key

meals hasn’t gone to waste alongside

takeaways from the Summit with respect to

the food

work that went into preparing the

food waste management. The Summit
highlighted how strong food waste
management programs can impact your triple
bottom line—your proﬁts, your people, and
the planet—ultimately standing up your
business to be more resilient.
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Resource Details
Practice: Thinking from a systems level

Partner contributor: Leanpath

The handout below shares a list of practices your operation can explore to think about food waste management
from a holistic systems perspective, considering the roles of multiple stakeholders.

INCORPORATING FOOD WASTE
REDUCTION INTO YOUR COVID-19
OPERATING PLANS
Restaurants and other foodservice businesses have been hit

IDENTIFY INTERNAL
CHAMPIONS
Find and elevate individuals (often
on-site managers or social leaders)
to prioritize and lead initiatives that
make food waste unacceptable in
your restaurant’s culture.

hard by COVID-19, and many still don’t know when they’ll be able
to reopen completely – or at all. Reducing food waste matters
now more than ever, since it has a direct impact on business
inances and operations. Wasting less food can lower total food
costs, but do your existing food waste reduction plans need to
be adjusted to relect this new environment?
These guidelines can help you add food waste reduction procedures
into your reopening and post-COVID operational plans.
For additional information, please contact info@refed.com.

MANAGE
PRODUCTION
CAREFULLY
Determine your minimum merchandising levels, both in diversity and
amount of product, as well as prioritize
whole-product and cross-utilization.
Keeping hot foods hot and cold foods
cold during storage, display and
delivery can reduce the
amount of food discarded.

LIMIT YOUR MENUS
Be thoughtful about the size of
your menu and the diversity of
options o
the implications on forecasting,
inventory, and waste management.
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KNOW WHAT
YOU’RE WASTING
Track what and how much you’re
wasting, why it’s being wasted,
and where it’s going. Pay attention
to how operational changes are
impacting waste.

ENGAGE YOUR
TEAM IN A NEW
“BUSINESS AS
USUAL”

BUILD &
STRENGTHEN
DONATION
PARTNERSHIPS

Incorporating sustainable
solutions to food waste reduction
requires training and regular
team engagement.

Learn about food recovery
organizations in your community
and co-create recovery plans for
both normal operations and
times of closure or crisis.

COMMUNICATE
WITH CONSUMERS

HELP YOUR
CUSTOMERS REDUCE
FOOD WASTE

Engage a newly conscious and
attentive audience about food
waste reduction best practices.

Look for opportunities to help
your customers reduce food waste
in their own homes with packaging
that facilitates storage and
reduces spoilage.
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Resource Details
Practice: Purchasing and storing food appropriately

Partner contributor: Galley Solutions

Storage system design is the practice of maintaining an organized, methodical inventory system that makes it easy
to take fast and accurate cycle counts and reduce over-purchasing by accounting for existing stock.
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Resource Details
Practice: Purchasing and storing food appropriately

Partner contributor: San Diego Food System Alliance

It’s easy to get excited about in-season produce, and potentially over-purchase when the price is right. Check out
the produce guidelines below for storage and utilization tips!
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Resource Details
Practice: Purchasing and storing food appropriately

Partner contributor: San Diego Food System Alliance

It’s easy to get excited about in-season produce, and potentially over-purchase when the price is right. Check out
the produce guidelines below for storage and utilization tips!
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Resource Details
Practice: Purchasing and storing food appropriately

Partner contributor: San Diego Food System Alliance

It’s easy to get excited about in-season produce, and potentially over-purchase when the price is right. Check out
the produce guidelines below for storage and utilization tips!
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Resource Details
Practice: Purchasing and storing food appropriately

Partner contributor: San Diego Food System Alliance

It’s easy to get excited about in-season produce, and potentially over-purchase when the price is right. Check out
the produce guidelines below for storage and utilization tips!
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Resource Details
Practice: Getting creative with recipes and menus

Partner contributor: Galley Solutions and Chefs using Galley

This collection of recipes highlights how foodservice and food businesses are creatively innovating recipes and
products to reduce food waste.
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Resource Details
Practice: Getting creative with recipes and menus

Partner contributor: Galley Solutions and Chefs using Galley

This collection of recipes highlights how foodservice and food businesses are creatively innovating recipes and
products to reduce food waste.
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Resource Details
Practice: Managing surplus food when you have it

Partner contributor: Food Recovery Network

There are a number of reasons that you might end up with an overproduction of perfectly good food. Programs
like Food Recovery Veriﬁed can be implemented by a variety of foodservice organizations (not only university
dining), and demonstrate the business beneﬁts of diverting that perfectly good food from landﬁll through food
recovery eﬀorts.
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This playbook has shared multiple
practices that your business can
pursue to address food waste:
•

Thinking from a systems level about your kitchen and its
relationship to other kitchens, supply chain partners, and
the community

•

Purchasing and storing food appropriately so you don’t
end up having your raw ingredients spoil

•

Getting creative with your recipes and menus to make the
most of underutilized ingredient by-products and on-hand
raw ingredients

•

Managing surplus food when you have it so that when
projections are oﬀ for whatever reason, all of the team’s
hard work that went into preparing the meals hasn’t gone to
waste alongside the food

Strong food waste management programs impact your triple
bottom line—your proﬁts, your people, and the planet—ultimately
standing up your business to be more resilient.

This playbook has been made possible by the Food Waste Prevention
and Rescue Grant from CalRecycle, with funding from the California
Climate Investments.
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